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JOHN HOUSE NEWS

Vol. 4, No.1

The Dayton Area Speleological Society issues the Dayton A.S.S. Officers:
JOHN HOUSE NEWS as a monthly publication of society
Pres.
- Walter Foust
activities and of member compositions:
illustrative, Vice.
- Wayne Kern
photographic, or expository. All such compositions ~~Sec.
- Barb Unger
are the property of the authors and are published in ". Treas.
- Joe Renner
the JHN with their permission.
Opinions expressed in Cor. Sec. - Bruce Carson
articles published herein do not necessarily reflcet the
views or policies of DASS. Members having compositions
for inclusion in future issues should forward same
JOHN HOUSE NEWS STAF'F:
to Bob Warner, 2425 W. Alex-Bell Rd., Dayton, Ohio,
Editor
Bob Warner
45459. The contents are copyright c1974 by the
Secretary
Shirley Foust
JOHN HOUSE NEWS with all rights reserved. Nothing
Printer &
may be reprinted in whole or in part without
Illustrator Walter Foust
wri tten permis8.ion..
Cover
DASS is an internal organization of the
Production Joe Renner
National Speleological Society however NSS membership
is not necessary for membership in DASS. Membership
JOm~ HOUSE NEWS CONTENTS:
entitles one access to all sponsored activities of .,' Feed the Maggots
the society including the monthly meetings, social
by Larry Simpson pg. 3
outings, and cave trips. Members also receive the
Uncle Foust
JOHN HOUSE NEWS. Dues are four dollars per year and
by Mike Johnson
pg. 4
should be paid to the DASS treasurer, Joe Renner
Goldson's
(make check payable to him), 840 E Route 73, Springboro, by Barb Unger
pg. 5
Ohio, 45060.
Chemistry
pg. 6
Sullied ~eiI1~g-":'
by J~y ~ohnson
'
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Squalid Manor Bob Warner noticed the installation of
y ayne ern
a small cylindrical paper can marked donations $1.00
per person per night $1.50 for siamese twins. (Are these code words for Heterogeneous
couples?) Larry Simpson rents Squalid for $10 per month plus electxicity which
averages about $5. Larry would appreciate those who utilize these sumptuous premises
to make monetary donations to this can to help defray his expenses. If everyone who
stays at Squalid contributes then the cost to maintain this find domicile becomes
negligable for anyone individual, particularly Larry. The energy crisis has
reached Squalid. Only a few logs remain in the wood pile behind the house. There
are numerous dead trees standing nearby but no quick way to fell them, so to those
who have access to a chain saw and a wedge and sledge it would be appreciated by all
if you could lend said tools for a weekend to rebuild the almost depleted wood pile.
At Thanksgiving Bruce Carson spent his first night at Squalid in a state of emesis
supposedly from an attack of influenza. Dave McMonigle seemed to believe that
Bruce's body was reacting negatively to Squalid. Bob Warner concurs in Dave's
diagonsis but is of the firm belief that such reaction can be averted thru the
ingestion of a very unique medicine, this medicine should be taken within the first
hour of arrival at Squalid. If you don't take it.within that first hour, according
to Bob, you take a chance of succumbing to the same discomfiture that Bruce came
down (or up) with.. That Medicine, of courSli, is the contents of one or more
exquisite bottles of Rolling Rock.
Cover
An ink drawing by Walter Foust depicting in iconic form animate and inanimate
representations of a speleological nature.
January Flatulence
Walter':-andShirley Foust, our illustrious president and super JHN secretary
respectively, will host the next society meeting at their home at 4512 Venetian Way
in Moraine (see map) on Thursday, January 9, 1975, at 7 P.M.
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Feed The Maggots
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..... The:..
ea:ll of Mother Earth within me,
To return from my brief keeping
That.;which .she had freely given, . .
orciained.'me to:~he'cr.yptic niission•.'
i

....

, ,-

:

',,"

I stepped into ~he katy-did riddled
Cricket' crinkled night,
.
Following a flickering yellow glow~ripple
Of candle dripping'light~
'With one warm palm for peaceful shield
'f shaded searching eyes.
.'
Britches rasping briers growled
'
Among the cowTcut weeds
Along a used-to-be path out back,
That now nowhere leads.
Hot wax droplet clinging fingers
Holding. a. qui.vering golden sliver,'
I walked avoiding dark and lurking
.Maggot;catacombed
cow deposites;
Each footfall fell like dice.
At last I faced my destination,
An anci~nt ivy cove~ed'station,
The home of minut~ creeping creatures
\iith ~cavaging, ravaging,' beastly features
But none so feared as I.
Entering silently as a robber
Where hung wasp nests and mud daubers'
Amid the worm worn wood rococo
That. smelled of crap ~nd dried tobacco,
The floor shook neath:my feet.
As I moored with stern'exposure
On square holed pew of that enclosure,
I found peace without illusion
In natures great and boundless union,
As plummeted from my rumbling rump,'
Fell 'piillrip the fundamental lumps,
In sanctity complete.

"
-,

;

The call of Mother Earth:wi thin me,
To return fr'om'my brief keeping
That which she had freely given,
Ordained me to the orypt'ic mission.

by

Larry Simpson
.:'
.,'
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Dear Uncle Foust,

'.

,[',

;.:.,',

.

.'

I'm very much alarmed about several of our Dayton Ass members. They are
presenting a. very po~r '.publi"c
image. of our.organization. One"weekend in particular
I was mortified and embarrassed beyond description just to be seen in their company.
I witnessed all the following in a public restaurant.
1) their behavior was loud and undisiplined with frequent use of
four ietter invectives
2) they left the restroom a splattered "terra rosa" mud red",'
. 3) their table manners were non-,.existant. One of them, after
retrieving a piece of dropped food, from the floor, just.
proceeded to go right ahead"and eat" it
4) they stacked their water glasses seven high--until they
crashed to the floor, that is
5) they left no tip'
"
This behavior is detrimental to our organization, and shows ,a complete lack
of home training. I think we should inclu~e home training exercises along with
our vertical sessions.
Signed, A Dayton Ass Off.icer and Gentleman
Dear Blueblood,
,
..
I'm very much aware that several of our members are culturally handicapped
individuals. One of the purposes of o~ organization is speleo-education. We'll
try to make etiquette lessons available at our meetings. The same restaurant
situation happened to me once also. I was so embarrassed that I nearly dropped my
handful 1 of mashed potatoes.
Signed, Unk Foust .'
•• J
Dear Uncle Foust,
I'm very much concerned about the current literary trends in the John House
News. Not only has the amount of abusive language increased," but centerfolds have
appeared. Most recently, a Dew column "John House After Dark". What will this new
permissiveness lead to?
Signed, H. Hefner
Dear Playboy,
,
."
This is the usual sequence, when degenerates have tha1r owriorganization.
Someone invariably runs a good thing into.(or under) the ground.
Signed, Unk Foust
Dear Uncle Foust,
I understand there were several rather heated arguements over the centerfold
run in the last John House. Do I take it that some of jou Daytoh Ass people don't
quite see eye to eye?
Signed, Lost in Controversy
Dear Controversial,
A more apt description instead of eye to eye would be "Cheek to Cheek".
Signed, Unk Foust
,

,

DUES ARE DUE
It's that time of year to pay your anal--uh--annual dues. You pay through the
ASS secretary, Joe, the Swindler, Renner (How else does he finance those vacation
trips?)
'.
Joe was quoted as saying he will take food stamps lnlieu of money. He will
also take ADC (Aid to Dependent Children) Federal Gov. checks.
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GOLDSON'S AND FlRESTONE--CONNECTION!

by Barb Unger'

Lake Cumberland cooperated for a,.~y and dropped to 68).5 on Saturday,
November 16. While Paul, Al Henning, ~rolyn Herel, and I were scooping about in
Moon River cave, -Lou Simpson, Andy Karol:i;n"and Dean and Phyllis Redshaw were checking leads in Firestone that normally end, in.siphons. They saw a lot of new cave
including a passage that seems to run'parallel to the ,Cloaca. At the north end of
the Cloaca, in a room that is normally filied by a lake they found a bedding plane
passage taking off in the 'direction of G61deon's.
Lou wandered into it until the
water got neck-deep and listened
the,.roar of a waterfall in the distance.
Knowing that Goldson's has a roaring waterfall in a passage off the Tumbling
Rock Room, Louis yelled,; '~SCOOPI" and hauled Andy and Dean off to Goldson's.
Near
the waterfall, they found a large bedding plane remarkably similar to the one in
Firestone.
Louis pushed into this one also until the neck-deep water discouraged
him. A compass revealed that it was heading in the same direction as the other one.
They decided to return the next day with a survey party at each end to confirm the
long-awaited connection.
Sunday morning, Paul and I donned the pants to Qur wetsuits and packed up our
tops in anticipation of making the connection.
After many arguments, I agreed to go
with Phyllis and Dean through Firestone, while AI, Paul, Louis, Carolyn, and Andy
entered Goldson's.
My party had the usual evidence of an impending scoop, Phyllis
forgot to get the tape out of the Toyota and had to walk all the way to the Goldson's
entrance to retrieve it.
,
As Phyllis, Dean, and I were walking down the Cloaca discussing where the
connection lead was, we heard a shout. We yelled back and hurried on in the direction of the voices. We could hear them clearly and quickly determined which was the
correct lead. We dug out our survey gear expecting them to arrive any minute. They
shouted several times and even' blew a whistle and we yelled back. It was very
exciting.
As we were putting in the first 'survey station, they blew the whistle again.
We heard Paul yell, "Be quiet!" so we stopped and listened. My heart beat faster as
I full well expected to hear the roar of water flooding the cave. Paul had yelled,
"Listen!" in that same tone of voice in Flynn just before the ordeal there had
begun. But the cave was not flooding.
Next, Phyllis heard someone ask, "Well, how much longer do you think we should
wait, another half-hour?"
We finally realized that they had not yet heard us
because of the waterfall on their side of the connection.
Yet we could understand
almost everything they said. Phyllis got the whistle and blew it with real deter"
mination down by the water's edge. From the cheers echoing back, we knew they had
heard. And then they finally stopped ignoring us. We thought they had seemed
awfully unfriendly.
Once we completed the first station, I plunged 'into the water hoping to get at
least halfway thoough the passage before Louis made'it'to our side. "I can see
light!" I yelled to Phyllis and Dean' but I couldri't seem to hear what they said.
I pushed ahead, finally turning my head to the side when the ceiling channel ended.
It w&p.n't till then that Paul saw my light and the cheers from the other side urged
me on. I put an ear in the water and watched Louis struggling toward me. It looked
like, there was about four inches of airspace.
It's strange how rational cold water
makes one. become. I can still remember thinking how ridiculous it was to try to
push through that near-siphon.
"Just wait until the lake goes down a little more
and you can walk through," I told myself.
"You would have to go on your back with
your nose to the ceiling--but it's over your head. Not even Joe Saunders has done
that." I watched Lou push on until he had one ear, one eye, and one nostril beneath
the surface. Sputtering, he too finally turned back.

to
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The Chemistri- of' Caves .by Jay' Jol:msqn

'.

.,

1:10stcave,s f~r,m in. ope \,ot,t~ee ..t~R;
of rocks •.•Th~SE3 are Gypsum (Ca S04 ~H 0),
Doloml te (Ca M~~,'
(~98t)),'ap~, Llm:es~on,e .1'1, hl"C,
h :is.c,omposed ,of,Cal,qlte (~ C01). sl~8e
.we ,do .most of?~. p~v+:.~(S
Kentucky;'wpe;r;e.
"the .paves are formed ~n Llmestone IWlll
discuss rcatltibns wlth calcite only.; }dsq. :the reactions aresiml1ar .for Gypsum and
Dolomite and give the same result, 1e,'~~Dole.,in the grotUld.
'
.
'. Calcite, 'or Calcium' (Ca) Carbon?-te,(CO )''is"only slightly soluable in pure w~er.
This me~~s that the water (HZO) will ,break ipartthe
Calcite and hold each Ion Ca••..
and C01
apart. It would take 75,000 lbs. of pure water, tO,disolve 1 lb. of Calcite.
HoweveL' we are not working with pure water. Rain which starts out pure picks up
some CO2 from the atmosphere, more CO2 is 'picked up when it passes through the soil.
This forms Carbonic acid in the reactIon: .
,

l~

+

CO'

Carboni~2
Dioxide

H

Z"

°

<i-._,

)

,t'1ater

H

CO ','

Cafbonfc
.Acid

,

".

The double arrow means that the reaction can go either direction depending on
the'amount of C~Z available.
Th~s is important because the water pick~ upa small
amount of COZ,in the atmosphere, then p~cks up even more CO2 i~ the soil ,because
there 1s more there,' This makes ,the aCJ.d stronger.
Further, J.f the solution with
the Carbonic acid passes frpm the soil ~ck into the air where the CO ,is less, the
2
reaction goes to the left and CO is given off, This makes the acid ~ea:!<er.,
Rain water does three thing~ after reaching the grotUld. 1) It can evaporate
back into the atmosphere 2}I~ can rtUl off in streams and 3) It can percolate through
the,soil to the rock below:' This last choice is the one we are interested in. Water
once in the grotUld will fill the available space or pores. The zone where all of the
pores are filled with water is called the Phreatic zone. Above the Phreatic zone
where both air and water fill the pores Ij,cs the Vadose zone. The contact between
these two zones is called the water table. Caves ~
generally formed'in"the
PhTea tic zone,
"
.'
What happens is the water rich in Carbonic acid reachea the water tabie. It
~ontinues to flow very slowly from pore to pore. When it comes in contact with
Calcite the following reaction takes place:
HZ C0

3

Carbonic
Acid

+

Ca

CO ._)-

3 ---Calcite

Ca

(H CO ),

Calcium 3Z
Bicarbonate

Calcium Bicarbonate is )0 times as solliable as Calcite in water.. Thus 75,000
lbs, of pure water. will hold 30 Ibs; of Calcium Bicarbonate since the water still
has some acid in it, it actually holds more.
At some point the water can no longer 'hold Calcium Bicarbonate and is said to
be saturated, At this.point solution of, the Limestone stops. If this saturated '.
water,tUlder goes some environment change it may except more Calcium Bicarbonate in
solution or may cause Calcium Bicarbonate to go out of solution, ie,.to the left in
reactio n (Z),
,.,
For example let us assume this satUrated water reaches a cave in the Vadose zone.
The saturated water drops from the ceiling; Before it drops from the ceiling a small
amotUlt on Calqium Bicarbonate goes to:ealcite forming Carbonic acid which gives up
Carbon Dioxide and leaves water. 'The reaction from reactions (1) and(Z)
is:
Ca (H C03)Z-~

Cac01
+ CO2 ',+' H20,'
.
Calcite
Carbon ,.Water'
'(3)
(Solid)
:Dioxide. (J:,iquid).";'

(Gas)
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An Electrifying EXperience
by Wayne Kern
On Saturday, November :30, Walter and I picked up John A. at about 4,30 & •.111,'.
and departed for Somerset. looking forward to accomplishing two things, First
spending a brief time wiring the fieldhouse and secondly spending some time caving •
•
The trip down in my ~i was uneventful with two exceptions,
First it rained the
•
entire way and secondly we had a flat tire about half-way between Mount Vernon and
Somerset.
As John and Walter gave me verbal support, I struggled to remove the flat.
Much to my surprise I found I had not one flat but two; one ,on the car and one in
the trunk! Fortunately the one in the trunk had just ~nough air in it to get us to
the next station about six miles down the road. In spite of our problems we arrived
at King's for brea!fast by 9,00 a.m.
Soon we were joined by Bob W., Dave M., and Jay J. Barb and Paul U. and Andy K.
also stopped in before we left for the fieldhouse.
Here is where we made our first
big mistake. We decided to wire the fieldhouse even though it was raining cats and
dogs outside. This project which we anticipated taking only a couple of hours dragged on and on. It quickly became obvious to me that the people who had previously
worked on the wiring not only lacked home training but also home building skills.
I always thought abortions were illegal in Kentucky until I realized we were working
on one.
After several hours we finally discovered an interesting phenomenon which was
the root of our problem: The people who had worked on the fieldhouse had lacked
electrical knowledge so they set the place up to run off of carbide. This fact
should once and for all settle the age old carbide vs. electric argument.
Simply
stated, Those with knowledge use electric those who lack knowledge use carbide.
By 3:00 p .•. we finally straightened out this mess and departed for lunch at
~~~~K~ing's.
Only Walter, Bob, and I had the intestinal fortitude to remain at the
fieldhouse lOIlg eno~h. 'to fini'sh tHe Dob. We finally got to that oa is of.luxury
in the South- gualid Manor. After a.short res Walter arid I decided to forget oUr ,.,
..
second objective of .this trip (caving) and get an early start for Dayton since it.'was
thretttening h avy. snow' in Ohio and Kentucky •.•.•.-l" ~....-We left Squalid at 6,00 p.m~ and after fighting the worst snow storm I've ever.
been in finally rolled ihto Dayton 6~ hours later. All in all it'was an eiectrifying
expe:d.ence: -'
.
The Chemistry of Caves Cont. by Jay Johnson
This can happen if the temperature is raised a bit or there is a slight amount
of turbulance when the drop leaves the ceiling. There is also turbulance when the
drop hits the floor. Because there is usually more turbulance when it'hits the
floor more Calcite is deposited there than on the ceiling. This is why most
stalagmites are larger than stalagtites.
This turbulance is analogis to shaking a
coke up. The CO in solution goes out of solution and forms a gas.
Flowstone f8rms the" same",way. Rimstone Dams form because of the turbulance of
flow over a low spot causes deposition of Calcite in the low spot. A new low spot
somewhere else begins to flaw and is slowly filled'in.
Thus, slowly the rimstone
dam builds itself up.
.
Once the ground water rich in Carbonic acid reaches the Limestone the physical
properties of the Limestone controls wb~ther or not a cave is formed. These physical
prpperties are the abundance of joints and bedding planes. If there are a lot of
either the Limestone will afford many paths for passage of the ground water once the
water is saturated with Calcium Bicarbonate solutioning of the Limestone stops. With
many paths available and a fixed amount of water none of the paths will develope to
the point of being a cave.
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Goldson's and FJrestorte Connection Cont~

by

Barb Unger

We faked a survey shot throUgh, estimating the distanc~ at,fifty feet and both
parties started out. 'Though I had been pretty. chilled, the eJl;i
t trip soon warmed
me up. The wilmer I got, the more I wished I had pushed harde;rto get through.the
connection. I kept thinking of .ways i~ could have been done. Why, I could have
floated feet first on my l:a.ck,held my fJAshlight above the water in one hand, and
propelled myself along the ceiling with the other hand. The lights at the other
end would have guided me... .
.'.
So Lake Cumberland had the last laugh after all. Louis 'was sure there had
been about eight inches of air in the connection passage the day before. But. it
had rained quite' hard Saturday night. Thus Goldson's and Firestone have been
.connected visually and by voice, but as far as we know, no human ,being.has ..
yet
pass~dphysically £rom one cave to the other. At least not.since the coming of
Lake Cumberland.
January Flatulence
It.was agree4at the last meeting to extend the meeting date from the second
to the ninth since a majority of the ASS' as will be dragging on the. second from ....
the New Year's celebrations. Most of the Ass'es look bad enough as it is..so we,
don't want them' to come to Walter's in drag. Joe Renner will conduct.the program
for the meeting with a presentation of his slides from Missouri, C~lorado, Arizona,
and other west~rn locations taken this fall while on a seven wee~.trip. :
COG

.

.
and Barb Unger are h~sting the 'January COG meeting and. they.ha.ve extend~d
an invitation to the DASS msmbers. The meeting is scheduled fo.r FridB.y,'January 10
at 8 P.M. Larry Simpson will show his slides of the Northwest Territories.
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Bob Wal'lWr
2425 W. Alex-Bell Rd.
Dayton, Ohio 45459
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